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D   The Society Islands
This duster of eleven islands is in some respects better
known than many of the other more extensile groups doubt
less o\ung to their position on the outer fringe of the volcanic
area The name that the group bears is another relic of the
first great ^vojage of Captain Cook It was to these islands
that the scientific expedition sent out under his command by
the Ro^al Society came to observe the transit of the planet
Venus across the tace of the sun m 1769 The old \olcamc
masses of \\hich the islands are composed ha\e been broken
down by \\eathenng into most unusual outlines even for
islands of this formation Moorea Island has razor back
ridges and needle peaks that outdo any alpine range for
abruptness and for tantastic skylines The rich soil that is
a cause of the vivid and luxuriant vegetation in the islands
is formed by the weathering of these ridges
The largest island of the group 1 aJnti has a shore line
about 120 miles in length behind which the land rises to a
central block fringed like a tiara and known as the Diadem
Into this central mass deep valleys have been torn by the
descending streams and here is found in profusion almost
every plant kno'svn in the sub tropical Pacific No other
group has a more pleasant or more equable climate and
Cook s own appreciation of the land may be quoted
Perhaps there is scarcely a spot in the universe that affords a
more luxuriant prospect than the south-east part of Otaheite The
hills are high and steep and in many places craggy but they are
covered to the very summit with trees and shrubs in such a manner
that the spectator can scarcely help thinking that the very rocks
possess the property of producing and supporting their verdant
clothing and that no place on earth can outdo this in the strength
and beauty of vegetation.
The other islands are neither so large nor so suited for

